C-37592 Tran Line Worker Hot Stick (4)
Description:
Pay group: 20
Location: Brewerton
Supervisor: Michael Woodley
Unposting Date:10/25/2022

About the Position:
Under direct supervision engaged in line construction and maintenance on electric transmission circuits above 69 kV
which require the use of a complete set of live line tools, to patrol and inspect transmission lines for faulty operation; to
do all types of work involved in the construction, operation and maintenance of transmission circuits and to assist Live
Line Bare Hand Specialists in various line associated tasks including the work on energized circuits.
Job Qualifications:
 Must have a minimum of eighteen months experience as a Transmission Line Worker "C" First Class in
Transmission Line Construction or equivalent.
 Must have a thorough knowledge of transmission line practices and standards and of the electric system in the
area to which the employee is assigned a good knowledge of the fundamental theory relating to line work, and
ability to read operating one line diagrams and construction prints.
 Line worker must have a total of five years in Transmission Line Construction progression, or equivalent.
 Should have successfully completed the Company prescribed hot stick training on voltages above 69 kV and be
qualified in the use of a complete set of live line tools.
 Must have passed the validated TLS Physical Abilities Evaluation.
 Must have passed the validated aptitude test
 Must successfully complete Live Line Bare Hand Training as provided by the company, within the last year of
progression.
 Must hold a valid NYS CDL Class A license.
Only bids received on or before the above close date will be given consideration. Email bids to
RecruitingNY@nationalgrid.com or fax bids to (315)401-7890.
Bidders seeking to be considered for posted positions have the responsibility to fully set forth their
qualifications on the job vacancy bid form. Candidates will be considered based on their seniority and the
information provided on, or attached to, the bid form. Candidates who choose to submit incomplete forms may
be deemed unqualified or ineligible for the posted position.
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